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ABSTRACT

We have obtained ROSAT PSPC pointed observations of two nearby G stars of ages 70 Myr and 9½Gyr
that are of unique importance as proxies for the Sun at the two extremes of its main-sequence evolutionary
lifetime. The younger star, HD 129333 (EK Dra; GO V), a rapid rotator with a 2.7 day period, is a strong
source with an X-ray luminosity Lx(0.2-2.4 keV)= (7.5-11.5)× 1029 erg s -1. Modeling suggests a two-
temperature corona with T1 = (2.0 _+ 0.3) × 106 K and T2 = (9.7 + 0.3) × 106 K (formal uncertainties). A con-
tinuous emission measure distribution, increasing to higher temperatures and with a cutoff at (20-30) x 106 K,
yields even better fits to the data. The old star,/1 Hyi (HR 98; G2 IV), represents the Sun in the future, near
the end of its hydrogen-core burning stage, when it should be rotating more slowly (present P,o, = 25.4 day)
and should have lower levels of activity. The ROSAT measurements yield L x ffi (0.9-3.0) × 1027 ergs s -1 and
a rather cool, single coronal temperature of T = (1.7 + 0.4) × 106 K. For comparison, the Sun has Lx _ 2
× 102: ergs s -1 and a coronal temperature of about T = 2 × 106 K. These stars provide information on the

decline of the stellar (and specifically solar) magnetic activity from extreme youth to old age. HD 129333 is

also important in that it yields an estimate of the solar soft X-ray flux in the early solar system at the epoch
of the terminal stages of planetary accretion.

Subject headings: stars: activity -- stars: coronae -- stars: individual (HD 129333, _8Hydri) --
Sun: evolution -- Sun: X-rays, gamma rays

1. INTRODUCTION

We report on ROSAT PSPC (0.2-2.4 keV) X-ray obser-
vations of two nearby solar-type stars of greatly differing ages.
These stars are of interest as proxies for the Sun near the
beginning of its main-sequence evolution (the zero-age main
sequence = ZAMS Sun), and in its terminal main-sequence
stage (the TAMS Sun). The younger star, HD 129333, has an

age of around 70 Myr if it is a member of the Pleiades Moving
Group, and has thus recently arrived on the main-sequence
(Soderblom & Clements 1987). It is rotating about I0 times
faster than the Sun: its light variations, attributed to a rota-
tional modulation due to starspots, indicate a rotation period
which varies between 2.7 days and 2.8 days (Dorren & Guinan
1992, 1994). It has recently been designated as the variable star
EK Dra (Kazarovets, Samus, & Goranskij 1993). In G stars the
level of magnetic activity is related to the rotation rate
(Skumanich 1972; Walter 1981; Pallavicini et al. 1981). As a

consequence, the magnetic activity of HD 129333 is signifi-
cantly greater than the present Sun's. This is manifested as
enhanced chromospheric and transition region emission (,-, 5-
I00 times that of the Sun) and greater starspot coverage (,,-50-
100 times the total spot area of the average Sun). As this paper
shows, a much greater enhancement (,,-2-3 orders of
magnitude) occurs in the coronal X-ray emission; a similar
enhancement of emission over the quiet Sun's has been report-
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ed for coronal microwaves (by approximately three orders of

magnitude; Gfidel, Schmltt, & Benz 1994; Giidel et al. 1995).
There is strong evidence from extensive photometric and

IUE observations of this star that it is undergoing an activity
cycle of about 12-14 yr duration (Dorren & Gulnan 1994).
The ROSAT observations were obtained during 1990-1993 in
conjunction with 1UE and ground-based photometric obser-
vations. HD 129333 is a somewhat problematic target since a
recent investigation with CORAVEL finds it to have a low-

mass, distant but unresolved companion (Duquennoy &
Mayor 1991) with an orbital period of about 12 yr. The X-ray
emission could be attributed with some confidence to the G

star if it were modulated with a period close to the optical
rotation period; the ROSAT all-sky survey data, which have a
temporal coverage of almost two stellar rotation periods,
indeed appear to be modulated with a period close to 2.7 days
(Giidel et al. 1995). The X-ray luminosity reported below is
also in agreement with what is expected from v sin i for active

stars, and in particular the Pleiades early G-type stars
(Pallavicini et al. 1981; Micela et al. 1990). Thus, we assume
that the X-ray emission reported in this paper predominantly
originates from the G star, an assumption that is supported by
the high level of the X-ray luminosity. The ROSAT obser-
vations thus provide a quantitative measure of the enhance-

ment of the solar coronal X-ray emission in the Sun's early
youth.

The second star is _ Hyi (G2 IV), a single, solar-type star,
and the nearest subgiant. It has a well-determined age of
9.5 + 0.8 Gyr, established from evolutionary tracks (Dravins et
al. 1993a). Since its former main-sequence location was near
G2, it may be taken to be representative of the Sun near the
end of its main-sequence lifetime. At this age, chromospheric
and transition region emission levels are extremely low com-
pared to HD 129333, and about half the level of the present
Sun (Dravins et al. 1993b). Nevertheless, there is evidence that
an activity cycle (of 15-18 yr) persists even at this age (Dravins
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TABLE 1

S'I'_.LAR PROPEWHF__AND COMPARISON WITH TIIE SUN

Spectral B- V V M v Parallax P_

Star Type (mag) (mag) (mag) (aresee) R/R o (days) Age

HD 129333 ...... GO V 0.61 7.53 +5.1 0.032 ± 0.005 0.92 2.75 70 Myr"
Sun .............. G2 V 0.65 +4.8 ... 1 25.4 4.6 Gyr

//Hyi ............ G2 IV 0.62 2.8" +3.75 0.153 ± 0.007 1.6 45: 9.5 + 0.8 Gyr

• Indicative ages of the Pleiades Moving Group are, for example, the ages of the Pleiades and the ,, Per open clusters;

i.e., 70 Myr and 50 Myr, apart from possibly considerable intrinsic scatter in the clusters (see discussion in Soderblom et al.
1993). Published parallaxes place HD 129333 on or even below the ZAMS (see Dorren & Guinan 1994); this and the

spectroscopic properties seem to exclude a pre-ZAMS star, and thus the age is ;_ 30-40 Myr.
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et al. 1993b). It was known to be a weak X-ray source from
EXOSAT observations, which yielded an X-ray luminosity
Lx(0.02-2.5 keV) = 4.5 x 1026 ergs s- x. The modeling permits
two solutions for the coronal temperature: 5 x 105 K or
4 x 104 K (Dravins et al. 1993a). The greater sensitivity of the
ROSAT PSPC offers an improved determination of the X-ray
flux and coronal temperature. As in the case of liD 129333 our
ROSAT observations were complemented by near-
simultaneous IUE observations. Photometry of this southern
hemisphere object was unavailable, but modem observations
show no evidence for variability (Dravins et al. 1993c; Stobie
1971). Dravins et al. (1993a) have emphasized the significance
of X-ray observations of fl Hyi for an understanding of the
contribution of the various mechanisms of coronal heating in a
very old solar-type star. Table 1 contains the properties of HD
129333 and fl Hyi from Dorren & Guinan (1994) and Dravins
et al. (1993c). respectively.

2. ROSAT OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

The ROSAT observing log for all pointed PSPC observ-
ations is given in Table 2. In addition to the pointed observ-
atic, n,., ROSAT observations of HD 129333 were obtained
dt_- :i :::_< _l-sky survey in late 1990; the latter provided valu-
a_ ni _ ::nation on rotational modulation and the flare fre-

q_:n=y (Gi_rel et al. 1994, 1995) and will be an important
¢,on_ffbc zior. to long-term studies because the survey data were
ob_ -, dose to the star's magnetic activity maximum.

In Table 2 we also list the values of the column density Nx,
the coronal temperature(s) T, and the emission measure(s) EM
obtained from spectral fits to the pulse height spectra (cols.
1"5]-[9"1). The fitting procedures were done in the XANADU/
XSPEC software package using the Raymond-Smith expres-
sions for the emissivities (Fig. 1). Solar photospheric
abundances were used for HD 129333, while for the some-
what metal-poor fl Hyi, we adopted a lower metallicity, viz.,
I-Me/H] = -0.2 (Dravins et al. 1993a).

The HD 129333 data required a two-temperature model
with 7"1= (2.0 + 0.3) × 104 K and T2 = (9.7 + 0.3) × 104 K.
The errors indicate the range of the means obtained for the
three observing sessions. In Table 1, we give the 90% con-
fidence intervals for each observation; notice that those are

formal errors that do not include any model inaccuracies,
detector gain uncertainties, or possible variability in time. The
X-ray luminosity is Lx(0.2-2.4 keV)= (7.5-11.5) x 1029 ergs
s-1; the range indicates variation between the different data
sets, but not the uncertainty in the parallax or in the spectral
fits (see Tables 1 and 2). The value of Lx is among the highest
values of X-ray luminosity for single, cool main-sequence stars.
Among the Pleiades cluster stars themselves, the mean X-ray
luminosity of solar-type Pleiads (0.5 < B- V < 0.8) observed
with Einstein was 2.7 x 10 29 ergs s- a (Micela et al. 1990). With
ROSAT, the mean Lx is found at the similar value of
,,_3 x 10 ;z9ergs s- a (Stauffer et al. 1994). The most luminous G
stars in the Pleiades reach Lx = 2-3 x 103° ergs s- _ (Stauffer
et al. 1994), indicating that the X-ray emission of HD 129333 is

TABLE 2

ROSAT OIISERVING LOG AND ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR 1 OR 2 T_a'tr_ Frr_

Obs. Time log N n log T 1 log T2 EM 1 EM 2 Lx
Star Date Filter (ks) (crf1-2) (K) (K) (10 s2 cm -a) (10 s2 _m -3) Z2/v (1029 crgs s -1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

HD 129333 ...... 1990 Jul 16 None 0.566 .................. Bad data

HD 129333 ...... 1990 Jul 14-16 Boron 1.822 .................. Bad data

6.21 -o.os 6-99-o.ol 1"18-o.lo 2.71 -o.1419.40_oh o 192/126 1 L5HD 129333 ...... 1991 May 9 None 7.502 +0 I, +o.o4 ÷o.ot +o.H +o.l,_

...... 7.00_o.o2 ... 2.65_o.32HD 129333 ...... 1991 May 9 Boron 1.748 +o.o, +o.,_ 14.1/16

6.31_o.o_ 6.97-o.o_ L05-oa3 _.-,V-o.ll19.10_o_so 112/93 8.0HD 129333 ...... 1993 Apr 15-16 None 5.815 +o _ +o.o5 +o.o3 ,o.s3 • _,+o.z,

...... 6.98_o.o3 ... 2.14_o.31HD 129333 ...... 1993 Apr 15 Boron 1.463 +o.o3 +o.30 20.2/13

HD 129333 ...... 1993 Oct 19 None 5.157 18 80 ÷°'4_ +o.o_ +o.oa +o._, +o.a, 92.5/86 7.5• _... 6.36-o.o_ 6.97._o.o_ 1.10-o.z4 1.28,o._2

+ o.o_ +o.oo2_ 6.9/8 0.030Hyi ............1991 May 11 None 1.906 ... 6.32_o.o, ... 0.0158_o.oo_o ...

Hyi ............1991 Apr 21 Boron 1.707

/_ Hyi ............ 1992 Nov 17-29 None 2.757 ... 6.15_*_ ... 0.0037_+_i; ... 6.9/3 0.0094

Hyi ............ 1992 Nov 17-19 Boron 1.463

• Subscript and superscript values denote the 90% confidence ranges; their absence means that no convergence was achieved in their determination. Note that
boron filter data effectively isolate the higher temperature plasma component. Distances assumed for calculations of EM and L x : 31.0 pc for HD 129333 and 6.54 pc

for fl Hyi; v is the number of degrees of freedom for the fit.
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Flo. 1.--Pulse-height spectra observed by the ROSAT PSPC without filter

(crosses) and best fits (histogram). Top: HD 129333 observed on 1991 May 9.

Fit is based on a differential emission measure distribution of Raymond-Smith

type optically thin plasmas (see Table 3). Bottom: # Hyi observed on 1991 May

11. Best fit is based on a single-temperature Raymond-Smith type plasma

component at T ~ 2 MK (see Table 2).The higherenergybump is predomi-
nantlydue to the plasmaat high temperature (~ l0 MK); its absencein the #
Hyi spectrumindicatesa cool corona.

in the range of the strongest X-ray emission found among
Pleiades solar-type stars.

Because the X2 statistics indicate poor fit results for some
observations, we performed fits assuming a simplified differen-
tial emission measure (DEM) distribution with a power-law
T-dependence and an upper temperature cutoff of the form
DEM = const (T/T,m)" below T,_, and DEM -- 0 above. The
results are given in Table 3.
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In addition the light curve analysis of our three pointed
observations show HD 129333 to be variable within ,-, 25% on
timescales of several hours (Fig. 2); the shortest "event," on

1993 April 15, was an increase in flux by ~ 15% within 100
minutes, followed by a decrease within the same time interval
to a level ,,25% lower. Recalling the longer ROSAT survey
observations (Giidel et al. 1994, 1995), the slow variation may
be due to rotational modulation, while the shorter peak is most
likely to be identified with an X-ray flare, particularly since the
count rate in the harder ROSAT channels dropped more

rapidly after the flare.
For the weaker source # Hyi the ROSAT data, which have

poorer s/q_l, were adequately fitted by a one-temperature
model, with T = (1.7 + 0.4) x 106 K. Any high-temperature
signature at ~ 1 keV in the ROSAT spectrum must be below
the detection threshold (Fig. 1). # Hyi has an X-ray luminosity
of Lx(0.2-2.4 keV) = (0.9-3.0) x 10 '7 ergs s-1. Although the
spectral fit to the second episode data is somewhat poor due to
a small number of source photons (~ 135) in the softest chan-
nels, the PSPC count rate itself was definitely lower by a factor
of 2.4 during the second episode (0.049 counts s- 1) compared
to the first episode (0.12 counts s-X); this suggests that the
star's X-ray radiation is intrinsically variable and that the
range of X-ray luminosities reflects different degrees of X-ray
activity (see Tables 1 and 2 for additional sources of error). The
earlier EXOSAT observations gave an X-ray luminosity

Lx(0.02-2.5 keV)= 4.5 x 1026 ergs s -1 and a coronal tem-
perature of T = 5 x 105 K or 4 x 106 K (Dravins et al. 1993a).
The lower temperature is incompatible with our fits to the
ROSAT pulse-height spectra. # Hyi, a star of about twice the
age of the Sun, has thus an X-ray luminosity comparable to
(i.e., 40%-150% of) the Sun's, but coronal temperatures some-
what cooler than the Sun's average. Its surface flux is about 2½

times smaller, given its radius of 1.6 R e.
The validity of simplified 1-T or 2-T spectral fits has been

examined (Majer et al. 1986; Schmitt et al. 1990; Pasquini,
Schmitt, & Pallavicini 1989), with the conclusion that an emis-
sion measure which is a continuous function of temperature is
likely to be more realistic (see also Dupree et al. 1993). It
appears that the emission measures at the two temperatures
are sensitive parameters which emulate a more realistic, con-
tinuous emission measure distribution. ASCA observations,
with their higher spectral resolution and greater energy range,
may help to decide between the two alternatives.

3. DISCUSSION

In Figure 3, the X-ray luminosities of liD 129333, # Hyi, and
an additional group of solar proxies (single GO V to G5 V
stars) are plotted against rotation period (Dorren, Guinan, &
DeWarf 1994). HD 129333 is the youngest and most rapidly
rotating star in the group and has the greatest X-ray lumi-
nosity. The ages and representative coronal temperatures of

TABLE 3

DIFFEREN'I_L EMISSION Me,_.re.e FITS TO HD 129333 Dxr^ (no filter)

log N. log T.=_ Lx
Date (cm-2) (K) Slope ,, _'/v (10,9 ergss -x)

+0 09 "_'00T +0 14
1991 May 9 .......... 19.32-0::s 7.46-o:o7 0.71_o:to 163/127 11.5

7.31_o:o s 0.48_o:1, _ 103/94 8.1119.46_Q:_ .o xt +o x,1993 Apr 15-16 ...... +o _7
_ o.l._ -1"0.14. +0.16

1993 Oct 19 .......... 19.51-o.=6 7.25-o.o9 0"44-o.x6 88/87 7.83
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HD 129333, _ Hyi, and the Sun are also shown. For this
restricted range of spectral types, there is a clear correlation
between X-ray luminosity and rotation period. A straight-line
fit to the log-log plot gives the relation: Lx _ 9 x 103°p -2"5
ergs s- t, with P the observed rotation period in days. For stars
of solar radius, this becomes Lx _ 5 x 102ev,2_5 ergs s-t, where

vc. is the equatorial surface velocity in km s-1. Considered as
solar proxies, these stars illustrate the decline of coronal X-ray
emission and the decrease in coronal temperature as the solar

dynamo runs down. For HD 129333 the ratio Fx/Fbol of
surface X-ray flux to bolometric flux may be as large as
3 × 10 -4, which is comparable to the highest values of this
ratio found in RS CVn stars or very active single cool stars.

For _ Hyi the ratio is 2 × 10 -7, while for the Sun it is approx-
imately 5 × 10 -7 (Ayres, Marstad, & Linsky 1981). Table 4
contains a comparison of relevant properties of HD 129333, p

Hyi, and the Sun.
Our modeling indicates a coronal structure for HD 129333

that comprises at least two plasma components at different
temperatures. A continuous emission measure analysis with a
simple functional dependence yields a significantly better fit
despite having fewer parameters. The same modeling pro-
cedure requires only a single coronal temperature for _ Hyi. As
indicated in Tables 2 and 3, the old star _ Hyi is significantly
different from HD 129333 in that no high-temperature com-

ponent is required by the data (Fig. 1). In HD 129333 the
high-temperature component is also the component associated
with the dominant emission measure.

Moreover, given the limited high-energy resolution of the
ROSAT PSPC, the HD 129333 data suggest that the high
temperature may not arise from an isolated system of hot
loops, but rather from the higher temperature part of a multi-
tude of loops of different temperature structure, each 10op
having a continuous temperature distribution.

The ratio between the high-T and low-T emission measures
systematically declined between 1990 and 1993, while at the
same time the high-temperature cutoff Tm_ and the power-law
exponent _ in the expression (T/Tm_) ° also decreased. In fact,

I I JlJl JlJ I J JI I -
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the lower T emission measure remains constant within the
errors, and the variation in flux is due to the higher T plasma
only. A somewhat high emission measure is indicated in the
boron filter data obtained on 1993 April 15 a few hours before
the nonfilter observations. Notice that the variability of the

higher temperature emission measure is contrary to what has
been reported for rotational modulation, where the cooler
plasma showed stronger modulation (Giidel et al. 1995). On
the other hand, the temperature values themselves do not vary

significantly beyond what could be attributed to instrumental
sensitivity variations. The long-term optical and IUE obser-
vations of HD 129333 (Dorren & Guinan 1994) show that it
reached an activity maximum in 1990 (Fig. 4); thus the higher
temperature emission measure decreases as the stellar activity
declines, so that the mechanism producino the high-temperature

component becomes less effective at lower activity levels.
Whether frequent or nearly continuous flaring (which presum-
ably becomes also weaker at times of weaker activity) is
responsible for heating to ~ 10 7 K cannot be decided with the
present data.

As the emission measure declines, the total X-ray flux also
declines, suggesting a decrease in the area covered by active
regions. We caution, however, that the variability in the X-ray
luminosity could also be attributed to a nonuniform distribu-
tion of X-ray-emitting material around the star (Giidel et al.
1995). Nevertheless, the fact that the high-temperature emis-
sion measure and the X-ray luminosity decay concurrently
with the decline of other activity indicators (Dorren & Guinan

1994) suggests that the variation is related to the activity cycle.
The old star/_ Hyi appears to be strongly variable on a long

timescale: its X-ray luminosity varies by a factor of 3 between
our two observations made in 1991 May and 1992 November.

Since an F-type star in the ROSAT field which was also
detected as an X-ray source did not reveal comparable varia-

bility, the difference in count rates for/_ Hyi appears to be real.
This is not too surprising. The Sun's average nonflaring X-ray
luminosity varies by an order of magnitude between activity
maximum and minimum (Zombeck 1990). Newly emerging

TABLE 4

COI_ILA'nONOr Rl_gm'rsONMAGIC Ac'rlvrr¢ n_ HD 129333 AND_ H_m,
COM_USON WTm _ SUN

Parameter HD 129333 Sun /1Hydri

Rotation period (d) 2.75• 25.4 45P
Activitycycle period (yr) 12-14• 11 15-18"
log L a (ergss-t Hz-t)d 13.6-14.6• 10.6
log Lx (ergs s- t) 29.9-30.1 ~ 27.3 27._27.5

28.41 26.55 26.64log Lctv (ergs s-X)f
log Lush (ergs s-t) t 29.44 29.0 29.05
log Fx (ergs $-t cm-2) 7.2-7.4 4.5 3.8-4.3

5.70 3.77 3.44log Fclv (ergs s -t cm-') t
log Fu.n (ergss-t cm-2)t 6.73 6.22 5.85
Averagecoronal T (106 K) 2 and 10 ~2 1.4-2
Averagecoronal EM (10s2 cm-3) 1.3-2.7' ,,,0.007s 0.004-0.016

• See also Dorren &Guinan 1994.
b From Dravinset al. 1993c.
*FromDravinset al. 1993b.
d La denotesthe microwave luminosityat 8.5GHz.
"FromGiidel et al. 1994,1995.
t F-- and F u n denote surface fluxes for C Iv 1549A line emission and Mg n

2800A,Clmeemission, respectively,and Lctv and Lusn arethe corresponding lumi-
nosities(fromDorren,Guinan,& DeWarf1995;seealso Dorren & Guinan 1994).

s Modeledfrom T and Lx basedon a Raymond-Smithtype plasmamodel.
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FIG. 4.--Long-termoptical, UV, and X-ray variationsof liD 129333which
suggest an activity cycle of 12-14 yr duration: (o) mean V-band brightness,
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star; (b) Ca n H + K emission (Baliunas& Donahue 1993); (c) Mg 1ih + k
emission; (d)X-ray luminosity(ROSAT all-skysurvey fluxin 1990November
fromGiidel et al. 1994,1995).

magnetic flux or disappearance of an active region has a much
more dramatic effect on a weakly active star than on an active
star with a high coronal filling factor.

If, as is generally believed, the dynamo is the mechanism
responsible for the variability of the magnetic activity, then our

observations suggest a general weakening of the solar magnetic
dynamo in time: as the Sun gets older, loss of angular momen-
tum through a magnetic wind decelerates the convective zone.
The number and/or size of active regions may decrease, the
temperature of active regions may decline, or a combination of
both may occur, resulting in a decrease in X-ray emission and
in the exponent = of the temperature dependence, as the higher
temperature component weakens relative to the cooler contri-
butions. Magnetic heating of the corona, possibly by flarelike
processes, diminishes, leading to a decline in the average
coronal temperatures and leaving a relatively cool and inactive
corona at the TAMS stage. The fl Hyi coronal temperature of
1.7 x 106 K does, however, not exclude the presence of a
hydrodynamically expanding stellar wind similar to the Sun's
(see § 4.1 in Dravins et al. 1993a); angular momentum loss
could thus still continue at the TAMS age. Beyond that age,
internal redistribution of angular momentum may begin to
control the stellar magnetic activity.
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